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Laurel Park - Sunday 1st May 2022

1

5:40 PM - Race 1 - Claiming

LIGHTFOOT MISS was only narrowly denied over course and distance last time and can edge out Incontrovertible, who should find things easier in
this company. Icy Harbor is another to consider.
Top Tip: LIGHTFOOT MISS (3)
Watch out for: INCONTROVERTIBLE (7)

2

6:15 PM - Race 2 - Starter Optional Claiming

AMPLIO ESQUEMA has been taking on stronger opposition than this in recent starts and makes the most appeal. Both In A Spin and Camelia Rod
remain unexposed and can also feature.
Top Tip: AMPLIO ESQUEMA (1)
Watch out for: IN A SPIN (5)

3

6:48 PM - Race 3 - Maiden Special Weight

With no form to work with a chance is taken on COFFEEWITHCHRIS, who looks a shrewd purchase and has been working well enough to suggest
he could go close. Stable companion Left Hand Thread and the interesting Pompous Prince might be his biggest rivals.
Top Tip: COFFEEWITHCHRIS (7)
Watch out for: LEFT HAND THREAD (8)

4

7:21 PM - Race 4 - Starter Optional Claiming

Hashtag Lucky was denied her hat-trick last time but ought to find this company less exacting and may prove the biggest danger to DANTASTIC.
She raced too wide to have a chance last time, but is far better than that. Folly and Lady Fox may fight it out for the show.
Top Tip: DANTASTIC (7)
Watch out for: HASHTAG LUCKY (1)

5

7:50 PM - Race 5 - Maiden Claiming
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WATCH ME DISAPPEAR has already shown a good level of form in both her runs to date and is fancied to shed her maiden tag here. Circle Home
and Princess Palmer are others who make the shortlist.
Top Tip: WATCH ME DISAPPEAR (9)
Watch out for: CIRCLE HOME (10)

6

8:22 PM - Race 6 - Claiming

SHE'S MO BETTER is picked to return to winning ways after posting two respectable efforts in hotter company recently. Of the remainder, Mama
G's Wish and Lady Zeta look credible alternatives.
Top Tip: SHE'S MO BETTER (2)
Watch out for: MAMA G'S WISH (5)

7

8:51 PM - Race 7 - Allowance

EXCELLORATOR has been in great form so far this year and is tipped to continue that run at the main expense of Cobble Road, who looks a big
danger. Charming Way could fill the places.
Top Tip: EXCELLORATOR (10)
Watch out for: COBBLE ROAD (6)

8

9:27 PM - Race 8 - Maiden Claiming

TWIST 'N TWIRL was consistently placed last year and warrants respect back from a break. Crossland seeks to make an impression in first-time
blinkers, while Bushwick Bruiser could come on from his last run and completes the shortlist.
Top Tip: TWIST 'N TWIRL (9)
Watch out for: CROSSLAND (3)

9

10:00 PM - Race 9 - Allowance Optional Claiming

Following a decisive victory on her debut last year, it remains to be seen where HALF IS ENOUGH's limitations lie and she gets the mark ahead of
Sister Supream, who bids to seal her third win over this course and distance. Misty Mauve is interesting down in trip.
Top Tip: HALF IS ENOUGH (3)
Watch out for: SISTER SUPREAM (1)

10

10:32 PM - Race 10 - Maiden Claiming
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PLEASE MARRY ME is the selection in first-time cheekpieces. She is a half-sister to Bestkindoftrouble, a three-time 6f winner, so her pedigree
suggests she is capable of more than she showed on debut. Candy Corner looks the biggest threat back up in trip, while Satisfied seeks to
progress from her last run.
Top Tip: PLEASE MARRY ME (3)
Watch out for: CANDY CORNER (6)
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